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Abstract

The present investigation evaluates surface reflectance retrieved from Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging
Spectrometer (AVIRIS) and Compact Airborne Spectrographic Imager (casiTM) data using the CAM5S and
MODTRAN4 atmospheric radiative transfer (RT) codes.  The retrieved surface reflectances were compared with
ground-based reflectances acquired with a GER3700TM spectroradiometer for a playa and canola target.  The
results showed that the best overall performance was achieved with MODTRAN4. Major differences occur in the
stronger gas absorption regions.  At wavelengths unaffected by strong gaseous absorption, the performance was
similar for both RT codes even though CAM5S has an execution time that is about about 50 times faster than that of
MODTRAN4.

Introduction

Surface reflectance retrieval in hyperspectral remote
sensing is an important step in the data processing
chain for the extraction of quantitative information in
many applications areas.  In order to calculate surface
reflectance from remotely measured radiance,
atmospheric radiative transfer (RT) codes play an
important role for removal of the atmospheric
scattering and gaseous effects (Conel et al., 1988;
Teillet et al., 1991; Gao et al., 1993; Green et al.,
1996; Richter, 1996; Staenz and Williams, 1997).
Given the high volume and complexity of
hyperspectral data, the surface reflectance retrieval
results depend strongly on the selected RT code as
well as on the radiometric and spectral calibration of
the sensor (Staenz et al., 1994 and 1995; Secker et al.,
2000).

This study concentrates on the evaluation of the
surface reflectance retrieved with the RT codes
CAM5S (Canadian Advanced Modified 5S; O�Neill et
al., 1996) and MODTRAN4 (MODerate atmospheric
radiance and TRANsmittance model; Berk et al., 1989
and 1999). These RT codes are applied to Airborne
Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) data
as well as to Compact Airborne Spectrographic Imager

(casiTM) data. The retrieved surface reflectance is
compared with simultanously measured ground-based
reflectances in order to assess the accuracy of different
RT code procedures. Special emphasis is given to the
gaseous absorption regions where the largest errors in
the retrieval of surface reflectance occur. In addition,
the trade-off between the accuracy and the RT code�s
computation time is discussed.  The entire analysis
was carried out on the Imaging Spectrometer Data
Analysis System (ISDAS), an advanced hyperspectral
analysis software system developed at the Canada
Centre for Remote Sensing (Staenz et al., 1998).

Test Data Sets

Two hyperspectral data sets, acquired with AVIRIS
and casiTM, respectively, were used for this study.
Concurrent ground reference information was
collected during the AVIRIS overpass.  This included
ground-based reflectance data, aerosol optical depth,
and water vapour content.  None of these data were
available for the casi cube.

The AVIRIS data set was collected over the Railroad
Valley playa in Nevada, U.S.A on June 17, 1998.
AVIRIS acquires imagery at approximately 20 m
ground  resolution  in 224 spectral bands,  each about



10 nm wide, in the 400-nm to 2500-nm wavelength
range (Vane et al., 1993). Concurrent ground
information includes reflectance data acquired with a
GER3700TM spectroradiometer from the playa and
solar irradiance measurements with a Microtops-IITM

sunphotometer for retrieval of aerosol optical depth at
550 nm and column water vapour.  The playa target is
located in flat terrain and covers a 100 m x 100 m
homogeneous area.  It is a relatively smooth surface of
compacted clay-rich lacustrine deposits. Twenty
measurements were averaged to derive a
representative reflectance spectrum of this site.  The
target reflectances, derived with a SpectralonTM panel,
were then corrected for the panel�s reflectance and
anisotropy and convolved to the AVIRIS bands.  The
co-location of ground and airborne data was achieved
visually using road boundaries.

A casiTM data set acquired over an agricultural test site
near Altona, Manitoba, Canada on July 25, 1996 was
also used for this study.  The data were collected in 96
contiguous, 6.8 nm wide spectral bands, sampled at
5.8 nm interval (Anger et al., 1996).  In this data
acquisition configuration, the swath consists of 304
pixels with a spatial resolution of 4 m across and 4 m
along track at a flight altitude of about 2500 m above
ground level.  The wavelength  range  was  set  from
458 nm to 1000 nm.

Radiative Transfer Codes

The specific features of these models are given in
Table 1 and are briefly summarized in the following
paragraphs.

CAM5S (Version 1.0)

CAM5S is an improved version of the semi-analytical
M5S (modified version of 5S used at the Canada
Centre for Remote Sensing) code (Teillet and Santer,
1991) which is based on 5S (Tanré et al., 1990).  M5S
includes features such as terrain elevation and sensor
altitude dependency and reverse mode computation for
surface reflectance retrieval.  The 6S features
(Vermote et al., 1994) such as non-lambertian (BRDF:
bidirectional reflectance distribution function)
calculations, computation of CO2, CH4, and NO2
gaseous transmissions, and new aerosol model types
have been incorporated into CAM5S.  The spectral
resolution was also improved to optionally run the
code on a 2.5 nm or 10 cm-1 grid, respectively.  A
single scattering scheme is used in CAM5S.

MODTRAN4 (Version 1.0)

This code is based on LOWTRAN7 (Kneizys et al.,
1988).  Major features incorporated into MODTRAN
over the years include an increase in spectral
resolution from 20 cm-1 to 1 cm-1, an improved
multiple scattering algorithm (N-stream discrete
ordinate method), and more accurate exo-atmospheric
irradiance data bases (Berk et al., 1989 and 1999;
Anderson et al., 1995).  Recent upgrades encompass
improvements in the calculation of solar and thermal
scattering from clouds and aerosols and modelling of
adjacency and non-lambertian effects (Berk et al.,
1998 and 1999).

                                        Table 1: Radiative transfer code features.

Features CAM5S MODTRAN4
Forward/Reverse mode computation yes forward
Altitude dependence yes yes
Spectral resolution 2.5 nm, 10 cm-1 Variable

(finest = 1 cm-1)
CO, CH4, NO2 gas models yes yes
BRDF models yes yes
Variable path length yes yes
Stratospheric aerosols yes yes
Scattering single single, multiple
Coupling of scattering and transmittance
calculation

no yes

Adjacency effects yes yes
Source of exo-atmospheric solar irradiance Iqbal Kurucz

and others
Solar/thermal scattering from clouds no yes
Computation time* 2.5 sec 132 sec
* For simulation of an AVIRIS radiance spectrum on a Sun ULTRASPARC 1 workstation.



Approach

The procedure to remove atmospheric effects is
outlined in Figure 1. This procedure as implemented in
ISDAS is based on a look-up table (LUT) approach
with tunable breakpoints as described in Staenz and
Williams (1997), to reduce significantly the number of
radiative RT code runs. A selected RT code was used
in forward mode to generate the radiance LUTs, one
for each of a 5% and 60% flat reflectance spectrum.
These LUTs were produced for seven pixel locations
equally spaced across the swath, including nadir and
swath edges, and for single values of aerosol optical
depth (or horizontal visibility) and terrain elevation,
and for a range of water vapour contents. The
specification of these parameters and others required
for input into the RT codes are listed in Table 1 for the
AVIRIS and casiTM data.  None of the BRDF options
available in CAM5S and MODTRAN4 were used for
this study.  It should be noted that a common user
interface is used for the specification of the
atmospheric conditions.

For the retrieval of the surface reflectance, the LUTs
were adjusted only for the pixel position and water

vapour content using a bi-linear interpolation routine
(Press et al., 1992) since single values for the other
LUT parameters were used for the entire cube.  For
this purpose, the water vapour content was estimated
for each pixel in the scene with an iterative curve
fitting technique (Staenz et al., 1997). The surface
reflectance ρ was then calculated for each pixel as
follows (Teillet at al., 1991; Williams et al., 1992):
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where L is the at-sensor radiance provided by the
image cube, La is the radiance backscattered by the
atmosphere, S is the spherical albedo of the
atmosphere, and A and B are coefficients that depend
on geometric and atmospheric conditions.  The
unknowns A, B, S, and La were calculated from the
equations
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Figure 1: Processing data flow for the evaluation of surface reflectance retrieval with CAM5S and MODTRAN4 (RT
                = radiative transfer, RSRP = relative spectral response profile, and FWHM = full width at half maximum).



where Lgi is the at-sensor radiance reflected by the
target and Lpi is the at-sensor radiance scattered into
the path by the atmosphere and the surrounding
targets.  These equations can be solved on a per pixel
basis for each set of parameters {ρi , Lgi, and Lpi}
obtained from the LUTs by interpolation for the
different geometric and atmospheric conditions.  With
i = 1 and 2 (ρ1 = 5%, ρ2 = 60%), this yields a system
of four equations with four unknowns.

Results

Figure 2 shows the results of the different RT code
computations for the playa target from the AVIRIS
scene in comparison with the reflectance acquired on
the ground.  The US62 (CAM5S) and US76
(MODTRAN4) standard atmospheres in combination
with the desert aerosol model were selected for the RT
code runs. In this case, the measured aerosol optical
depth of 0.041 was used.  The code input value for the
water vapour content was estimated from the image
data themselves (Table 3). The estimated value of
MODTRAN4 is close to the measured water vapour
content of 1.1 g/cm2.  CAM5S overestimated the water
vapour content considerably.  The main reason for
these differences lies most likely in the accuracy of the
gaseous transmittance models and the wavelength
grids selected to run these models. The finest available
grids of 1 cm-1 (MODTRAN4) and 10 cm-1 (CAM5S)
were used for the RT code runs.

Table 3: Water vapor content retrieved with RT codes.

AVIRIS casiTM

CAM5S 1.54 g/cm2 2.04 g/cm2

MODTRAN4 1.07 g/cm2 1.77 g/cm2

Measured 1.1 g/cm2 -

It is obvious from Figure 2 that the retrieved surface
reflectance spectra are not as smooth as the ground-
based reflectance with some exception in the visible
wavelength regions.  Major areas of concern are the
gas absorption regions. The reflectance is especially
affected in the 940-nm and the 1130-nm water
absorption bands, as well as in the wings of the strong
1380-nm and 1870-nm water absorption regions.
These effects would be a magnitude larger for
CAM5S, if the measured water vapour content would
have been used.  Problems were also encountered in
the O2 absorption regions, especially in the 760-nm
absorption feature for CAM5S and to some extent in
the 1265-nm region for  both RT codes.  The same is
valid for the CO2 region at 2055 nm for CAM5S.
MODTRAN4 compensated basically for this feature
due to an adjustable CO2 mixing ratio.  This value was
set to 300 ppm for this study. Although an
improvement of the reflectance was achieved with this
value, a mixing ratio of approximately 360 ppm is
more realistic to reflect today�s atmospheric CO2
condition.  The absolute difference plots show that
MODTRAN4 clearly outperforms CAM5S in the gas
absorption regions.  These differences are mainly due

Table 2:  Input Parameters for Radiative Transfer Code Runs

Sensor AVIRIS casiTM

Atmospheric model US standard Mid-latitude summer
Aerosol model Desert Continental

Date of overflight June 17, 1998 July 25, 1996
Solar zenith angle 25.9° 31.3°

Solar azimuth angle 118.5° 155.9°
Sensor zenith angle Variable Variable

Sensor azimuth angle Variable Variable
Terrain elevation above sea level 1.435 km 0.250 km
Sensor altitude above sea level 20.800 km 2.745 km

Water vapour content variable variable
Ozone column as per model as per model

CO2 mixing ratio as per model (CAM5S)
300 ppm (MODTRAN4

as per model

Aerosol optical depth @ 550 nm 0.041 ---
Horizontal visibility --- 40 km



to the use of different transmittance models in these
RT codes. Also the wavelength grid interval is
different for the RT codes considered as pointed out in
the previous paragraph.  Line wing absorption effects
are accounted for in the calculation of the
transmittance in MODTRAN4, but not in CAM5S.

Significant differences occur also in the 2100-nm to
2450-nm region between the retrieved and ground
reflectances.  These differences are mostly due to the
different exo-atmospheric solar irradiance functions
used in the RT codes (Staenz et al., 1995). These
functions are based on Iqbal (1983) for CAM5S, and
Kurucz (1994) for the MODTRAN4 run.

MODTRAN4�s performance with a maximum
absolute difference of  + 2 % to - 4 % between the
spectral reflectance retrieved from AVIRIS data and
the ground measurements is superior to the
performance of CAM5S with a difference of + 4 % to
�12 %.  Without consideration of the wings of the
1870-nm absorption feature, the absolute errors for the
MODTRAN4 case are between ± 2%.  The absolute
errors translate into an average relative error between
retrieved  and  ground-based  reflectance of  2.0 % for
MODTRAN4 considering the maximum absolute
difference range.  These relative errors become larger
for   CAM5S   of  up  to  3.7 %.    The   better   overall

performance of MODTRAN4 was expected since
CAM5S makes extensive use of analytical
expressions.  This leads to a shorter computation time
for the CAM5S runs, approximately by a factor of 50
for a single run.  With each  MODTRAN4  run  taking
132 sec on a Sun ULTRASPARC 1 workstation, this
resulted in a total computation time of 123 minutes for
the LUT calculations for the AVIRIS cube.

Figure 3 portrays the results from the RT code runs for
the canola target extracted from the casiTM cube.  The
input parameters to run the codes are summarized in
Table 1.   The water vapour amount was estimated on
a pixel-by-pixel basis from the scene itself for the RT
code computations.  The results follow a similar
pattern as for the AVIRIS cases (Table 3).  Due to the
lack of a simultaneously acquired ground-based
reflectance spectrum, data collected from a canola
field outside of the image cube were used as a
reference.  Although the field conditions were similar
as for the field in the casiTM scene, no quantitative
difference measures were computed.  Despite the fact
that the location of the retrieved and the ground-based
spectra is different, the match between the two spectra
is fairly good for both RT codes.  As for the AVIRIS
cases, problems occur in the gas absorption regions,
especially in the 760-nm O2 absorption region for
CAM5S and in the 940-nm H2O absorption feature for

Figure 2:  Comparison of surface reflectance retrieved with CAM5S (left) and MODTRAN4 (right) from AVIRIS
Railroad Valley playa data with data measured on the ground with a GER3700TM spectroradiometer.
The bottom plots emphasize the absolute differences between the AVIRIS and the ground spectrum.  The
AVIRIS spectra were averaged over a 3 x 3 pixel area while the GER3700TM spectrum was generated
from 20 measurements..



both RT code cases.  Without considering the large
over-correction of the reflectance in the 940-nm
region, the MODTRAN4 computation achieved the
best overall result. This over-correction of the
reflectance for the MODTRAN4 case is not fully
understood yet.

Conclusions

Surface reflectance spectra retrieved with the RT
codes CAM5S and  MODTRAN4  from an AVIRIS
data cube acquired over the Railroad Valley playa in
Nevada were compared with simultaneously collected
ground-based reflectances. For the ambient
atmospheric condition,  MODTRAN4 achieved the
best results with an average relative difference of 2 %
compared to a relative difference   of   3.7 %   for   the
CAM5S  case.  These relative differences are within
the uncertainty limits of the ground-based reflectances.
MODTRAN4 clearly outperformed CAM5S in the gas
absorption features, especially in the 940-nm and
1130-nm H2O region as well as in the 2055-nm CO2

region. This is most likely due to the fact that
MODTRAN4 makes use of more accurate gaseous
transmittance calculations and a finer spectral
resolution than the CAM5S code.  Outside the strong
gas absorption features, the performance was similar
for both RT codes with exception of the 2100-nm to
2450-nm region where differences occur mainly due
the use of different exo-atmospheric solar irradiance
data bases.  The results associated with the visible and
near-infrared region are similar to those obtained from
the casiTM data over a canola target. An exception is
the strong over-correction of the reflectance in the
940-nm H2O region for the MODTRAN4 run.  The
two RT codes used for the estimation of atmospheric
water vapour from the data cubes themselves led to
different water vapour values. Since CAM5S makes
extensive use of analytical expressions and coarser
spectral resolution, its computation time is about 50
times faster than for MODTRAN4.

 Figure 3: Canola surface reflectance spectra retrieved with CAM5S (top) and MODTRAN4 (bottom) from
a casiTM image cube in comparison with a reflectance spectrum acquired on the ground. The
casiTM spectra were averaged over a 2 x 3 pixel area while the ground-based spectrum was
retrieved from 7 measurements.
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